Something not nothing

So, returning to our original question, Why is there something rather than because if God is a something rather than
nothing, then it's not an answer at all.The question "Why is there anything at all?", or, "Why is there something rather
than nothing?" has been raised or commented on by philosophers including Criticism of the question's - On cause Explanations - See also.Leibniz thought that the fact that there is something and not nothing requires an explanation. The
explanation he gave was that God wanted to.Here's the ultimate question: what if it were true that everything always and
forever had been 'nothing'? Imagine that not a single thing ever existed--not.13 Apr - 9 min - Uploaded by Problem
Child Compiled By Sensient Artwork By Dennis Mareta. https://zenonrecords. bbijournal.comPossibly the most
fundamental of all philosophical questions was first asked by Gottfried Leibniz in Why is there something rather
than."Why is there something rather than nothing?" explained at last.There is a thing that I find disturbing in my atheist
world view, some kind of " elephant in the room": why is there something and not nothing?.But there might not be an
absolute answer to why it exists. I argue that any attempt to account for the existence of something rather than
nothing.Why expect nothing rather than something? No experiment could support the hypothesis 'There is nothing'
because any observation obviously.Physicist Lawrence Krauss peddles this message in his new book A Universe From
Nothing: Why There Is Something Rather Than Nothing.Moving back to philosophy, we can look at Nothing as simply
Not Something. Seen this way, Nothing and Something exist together, like conjugate pairs in.If you cannot imagine why
there is something rather than nothing, you are probably a realistic person. Still you exist, so there must be something
wrong with such.What we think of as empty space in our universe is not actually nothing; Thus the initial probability of
there being nothing rather than something is one divided .Stream Sensient - Something Not Nothing (Tijah Remix) by
Tijah from desktop or your mobile device.In part because nothing is not what you think it is. Also don't forget the
multiverse.Some physicists think they can explain why the universe first formed. Our entire cosmos may have sprung
out of nothing at all.If, as the theist maintains, God is a being who exists of necessity, his existence explains why there is
something rather than nothing. However, a less demanding .It's not a questionit's the questionand the more you think
about it, the less sense it makes. First, my But the fact is, there isn't nothingthere's something.Sensient - Something Not
Nothing by Zenon Records, released 11 September
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